Neurohypophyseal peptides and social recognition in rats.
An encounter between rats results in bouts of social investigation consisting mainly of sniffing, nosing, following and grooming. The assessment of social recognition is based on the tendency of rodents to investigate unfamiliar conspecifics more intensely, than familiar ones. In the laboratory an immature conspecific is normally used as the social stimulus because the use of juveniles eliminates possible sexual and/or aggressive behaviors of the rat whose memory is assessed. When a juvenile is presented for the first time, it is intensely investigated. A second presentation shortly after the first one elicits less attention. This is not due to satiation or fatigue, since the presentation of a novel juvenile triggers the full sequence of investigation. Social recognition is defined as a specific decrease in social investigation during the second encounter of the same individual. This form of memory is short lasting (< 40 min) and based on the olfactory characteristics of the stimulus animal. Social memory is prolonged by repeated exposure to the stimulus juvenile rat and is impaired by retroactively interfering stimuli. It can be facilitated by vasopressin and derivatives as well as by several other memory facilitating compounds, and, depending on the dose, attenuated or facilitated by oxytocin and derivatives. Ethologically oriented memory tests, that are based on olfactory characteristics of the information to-be-remembered, have an advantage over 'classical' ones: they estimate behavioral patterns which are important to an animal and not only to the investigator. Social memory paradigms can reveal information about memory processes in animals that is relevant for memory deficits in humans.